
 
Sincere thanks for the amazing response to our last newsletter! 
Website use soared and we received many kind words by email – so thank you! We also gained 
many positive suggestions we are working on… and had a few inevitable glitches in the sites 
operation pointed out to us.  
Many of things are already done… others are taking time. Please don’t stop giving feedback 
though, because without your help we may never know things are not as they should be!  
All positive criticism and feedback is welcome, from spelling and grammar errors to features 
not doing as they should… Suggestions for adding information will also be welcomed. 
Of course… we are also very interested in your opinion of our newsletter! Please let us know if 
you think we should add to it, change it or …if you would like us to modify our approach. 

Website progress report: 
I’d like to start with an apology: We were really unhappy to find that some parts of the 
registration and ordering process had problems – despite having been supposedly tested in 
detail, important things like email validation were to say the least a little flaky.   
We know this caused many of you some frustration… and we are sorry. Your feedback really 
helped us pinpoint the problem - It is now fixed… and all seems to be working as it should.  
Smartphone and Tablet optimisation: It is important to get this right because more and more 
of us are browsing on the move, so while we used a top end package that designed-in the 
ability to work with these platforms, we still need to tweak things to get it right.  
This process commenced a fortnight ago and is ongoing for the next couple of weeks.  
We are checking progressively but if you are a Smart phone, Android or iPad user we’d be 
happy to receive feedback from you at any stage.  
Please email our Webmaster at web@dccconcepts.com with comments or questions. 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Secret RMweb business…. 
Andy of RMweb and Steve of BRM undergo the 
“Ice-bucket challenge” at RMweb live… 
Not everything at RMweb live was seen by everyone! 
The Ice-bucket challenge was announced at the 
Saturday event dinner… and any thought that 
they may get away with it by making their 
participation conditional on reaching a certain £ 
donation level was quickly doomed as the 
exhibitors and retailers that were present at the 
event quickly exceeded the designated amount. 

Good fun, good humour resulting in a worthwhile donation to a great cause. Well done guys! 
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Gaugemaster open Weekend 
Wow - what a busy weekend! With many more 
of you than expected arriving on the Saturday, it 
was a day without time to spare for all of us! 
Sunday didn’t let up… and all who spent the 
weekend working there deserve a pat on the 
back for smiling throughout two really busy 
days. Thanks… and congratulations to all at 
Gaugemaster for making it a great event that 
was enjoyed by everyone. 
We were busy all day at the DCCconcepts stand as usual… This time focussing on the release 
of our new AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx Solenoid accessory decoders “demonstrated in action” on the 
demo layout we had created specially and delivered to UK especially for this event.  
Usable on DC or DCC layouts, these new Solenoid Accessory decoders are something special. 
As well as each of the 8 outputs being able to reliably change TWO Peco, Seep or Hornby 
Solenoids thanks to a CDU on every output, for the first time they give solenoid users direct 
ability to switch frog polarity power control and signal / control panel lights! More to follow… 

What has been happening At DCCconcepts? 
In the weeks following the last newsletter, we have been more than busy!  
Web work hasn’t stopped… we are working as fast as we can to add missing content and make 
sure that www.dccconcepts.com is a proper window to the world of DCCconcepts. 
We visited suppliers in Asia and clients in Denmark for successful discussions about a new 
distributor for Scandinavia. (More about our new distributor later). 
We’ve also met with key clients in UK to 
discuss future planning, attended the very 
successful Gaugemaster open weekend and 
the inaugural RM-web live show at Ricoh 
Stadium in Coventry …and eventually made 
the long journey back to Australia. 
We have also released several new products 
we’ll show you later in this newsletter - and 
made useful progress in the development of 
others we will keep secret for now.  
(Several more new things are destined to be 
shown to you later this year, possibly at the 
Warley Show at Birmingham NEC 22nd and 23rd 
November… and others will be released 
progressively throughout 2015). 
More locally.... As the range grows, so must 
we! We have just added another 1/3 to our 
showroom, office and warehouse space in 
West Australia, and initiated plans for remote 
warehousing in Asia to improve the efficiency 
of stock moves between Asia, AU, UK & EU!  
 

Stranger than fiction! Sometimes we create new 
things to make other things we do just work better….  

This is the “Weight Mate”– a soft  
Flexible velvet bag containing 

500 grammes of fine shot. 

Flexible & soft to protect 
your locomotives, it is 

used to add weight 
when setting up DCC decoders. 

Sounds silly doesn’t it…. But those who do a lot of 
loco tuning and CV settings for DCC will just “Get it”.  

 Soft and flexible, it will 
Guarantee good pickup 

and add useful weight to 
Simulate an added load but it will  

never harm your valuable locomotive details or finish.  

These 2 images show the DCCconcepts “Weight Mate” 
in use on N & OO Locos.  

Part # DCT-WMT 
RRP $14.95 
Ex stock now 
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DCCconcepts do of course offer the exciting and innovative motor-driven Cobalt point motor 
range which is very efficient and has multiple switches on-board… but we are realists at 
DCCconcepts and understand that no matter how good we make our Cobalt range, there will 
still be many modellers who have already bought solenoids and just want to be able to use 
them… or are put off by the higher cost of Cobalt. 
As modellers at heart, we naturally like to fix modelling problems... so we decided to also do 
something to make life for Solenoid users easier, and in late 2012 we introduced two models 
of Solenoid Accessory decoder designed to go part-way to fix these issues.  
These were the ADS-8 and ADS-2. Every output had its own CDU, address set-up was really 
simple and in both cases, ONE output could reliably change TWO solenoids! In reality we gave 
these products a “soft launch” with little publicity, but good things are quickly communicated 
and soon, sales exceeded our best case planning, with the ADS-8 in the “top ten items” list for 
the largest retailer in the UK for every week in the last 3 month period! 
OK… so with the ADS-8 and ADS-2 doing so well, why are we so very, VERY excited by the 
performance of our all-new new AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx Solenoid decoders…  
Why? Well… first we need to set out a little of the history of point control.  
Perhaps 50 years ago, Twin-coil solenoid point motors came into use on model railways. 
Initially from brands like Hornby Dublo and then Triang. Soon they were followed in the UK by 
“accessory brands” like Peco, Gem, Hammant and Morgan, Hornby, Seep and others, in Europe 
by all of the common train brands and in the USA by Atlas, PFM and others. 
All of them shared one thing in common… they had either unreliable or, more commonly NO 
switching for frog power and as time went on, lower and lower coil impedance so that 
efficiency became lower and power consumption increased dramatically. 
That’s how it is – after 50 years of positive progress in other areas… nothing has changed. 
Modellers are still in the unhappy position of needing to adopt inefficient twin-coil solenoid 
motors with little or no switching, or that require exacting installation and constant 
maintenance where switching IS included. (Examples include existing Seep motors and the 
now unavailable H&M range). It just went on as it always has… DC modellers needing to add a 
CDU to get reliable changing and DCC modellers forced to use Accessory decoders that will 
only allow one motor per output AND drain track power mercilessly OR often require 
expensive added power supplies… And still none of them had an easy way to add control panel 
lights, signal control or live-frog (electro-frog) control. 
When you think about it… that is both unacceptable and more than a bit stupid… and it is 
made worse in that it affects all Solenoid users – whether they are AC, DC or DCC modellers. 

So… on to the new AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx decoders…  
Near enough is never good enough at DCCconcepts:  
We had successfully created accessory decoders that worked better and more efficiently for 
solenoid control usable by AC, DC and DCC users but we still hadn’t fixed the BIG problem 
for them… Turnout frog and Control panel lighting, so it was back to the drawing board. 
We needed to go back to the drawing board… and find an answer. So we did… and we did! 
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The results speak for themselves: 

AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx really can do it all. 
The by-line we chose for ads really tells it as it is – “Unique performance, real usability”.  
 Here is a summary of their features and performance. 

• Each output can reliably change TWO Peco, Seep or Hornby motors. 
• One connection directly to track or Accessory power bus 
• Usable with AC, DC or DCC power input (Direct via AC transformer 15~18v, DC power 

supply 15~18v or DCC track or accessory bus power) 
• Low power usage – constant draw averages 120mA for a whole AD-S8 
• Stores all changing power on-board so does not affect DCC track power availability 
• Fast change response allows high speed computer control or route control commands 

without loss of efficient reliable action. Even simultaneous firing of all outputs OK! 
• Inbuilt turnout/point frog power switching via a custom designed low current relay 

built into every output. 
• Inbuilt LED control (no resistor needed) for control panel lights and signalling 
• LED control also simultaneously usable as “computer or DCC system feedback” 
• Easy DCC address setting with NO need for CV changes or complex setup. 
• Independent left-right pushbutton control – or you can use Cobalt-S levers, stud and 

probe, diode matrix control or computer IO interfaces. 
• Also controllable by direct connection of detectors for basic safety interlocking 
• Simple screw connections for most wiring 
• Wiring instructions printed on the PCB 
 

Yes, with all of the extra abilities, AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx are a little dearer than their 
predecessors… but they will also save you LOTS of time, wire, money and frustration. Here 
is a simple case study to prove it! A simple up-down line fiddle-yard…. 

 
The 5 tracks each side need a total of 16 live frog points that we want to switch. We’d also 
like to have DCC control and simple switching, plus ground signals and panel light control. 

ONE AD-S8fx really will do it all….  
Each output will control both ends of one loop, each output has SPDT frog power control 
that can control the frogs, each output also has simple connections for pre-buffered LED 
outputs that can control approximately 10 low power LEDs so both ground signals and panel 
lights can be done with ease. 
 

So – that’s the “Give you more control”, “Save fiddling about and 
wiring” and “Make it easier” part taken care of….  



 
Now let’s look at the cost savings that AD-S8fx and AD-S2fx can bring. 
Before AD-S8fx, in addition to the turnouts and motors, you’d probably have needed to buy 
this…. (We have chosen common brands and average accessory decoders that have a wide 
availability – “street prices” are taken from major UK retailers and may vary a little) 
4 x 4-way DCC accessory decoders @ Street price £35, total £140 
16x Peco PL15 Twin micro-switches for LED/frog control @ Street price £7, total £112 

Total cost when NOT using the AD-S8fx = £252 
Using AD-S8fx, in addition to the turnouts and motors, you now will need to buy NOTHING 
other than the AD-S8fx Accessory decoder... 
The FULL recommended retail price of AD-S8fx is £71… and street price will be less! 

Total cost when you choose to use the AD-S8fx = £71 maximum. 
So… whether you power your trains with AC, DC or DCC - apart from less 
hassle, less wiring, less wire, less adjustment and greater reliability… 

Your cash saving will be an incredible £181 or more! 
Do we need to say anything else? 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

The ALL-NEW AD-S8fx 
Solenoid Accessory Decoder 

The ALL-NEW AD-S2fx 
Solenoid Accessory 
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          Ever wondered what’s inside a Cobalt Motor? 
With the new Generation Cobalt motor now being produced, we thought we would show 
you what is inside the Cobalt Ω point motor… 
Motor, PC board and Control electronics are a 
single drop-in assembly held securely within 
slots in the casing. The motor is secured 
top and bottom with a drop of 
silicone (the white stuff) that holds it 
securely and reduces case 
resonances. (The PCB shown here is 
from the new Cobalt Omega – the 
Cobalt iP Analog and iP Digital have lots 
more complex electronics) 
The switch you can see is a new feature for Cobalt Omega – It is a voltage range change switch 
that can be set to 6~12v or 12~18v to match your power supply needs. The switch does other 
things on Cobalt iP and Digital as the power management is internally controlled to allow 
anything from 7 to 23 volts! 
As you can see the gearing is VERY complex… and forms a powerful drive structure. 
The gears are made of a tough engineering plastic and have parabolic teeth so they roll 
together smoothly without wear, giving us in excess of 130,000 changes in life testing (Mil spec 
for such things is usually only 10k changes so they are extremely well rated).  
Creating the sound of silence… or at least making them very quiet!  
You’ll also notice a black rubber insert that is now placed in each case half.  
We were frustrated that consistency in sound level was proving difficult. Having tried dozens 
of material combinations for gears and case to make it silent, we still were not quite happy 
with it… so we have injection moulded a rubber insert that removes all of the free space inside. 
With no space, there is no room to amplify sound – so Cobalt is now quieter than ever! 
What you can’t see here is the drive arm with its gold-plated 5 amp switch contacts 
There are three switches on the Cobalt Omega – one is related directly to the two power input 
terminals at position 1 and 2 – and is diode switched. The other two are fully independent 
SPDT break-before-make switches high current phosphor bronze fingers with gold plating to 
make sure that they stay reliable. If the switch changes then Cobalt MUST have changed, so 
they are reliable “feedback” of operation too! 
This and other model Cobalt motors are now 
supplied pre-centred and ready to install.  
They come complete with the foam mounting 
pads (that were previously sold separately) as 
well as everything else needed for installation 
– even the screws to fix them to the 
baseboards! 
As with all Cobalt motors, the new Cobalt 
Omega, Cobalt iP Analog & iP Digital motors 
all have a lifetime warranty – as long as you 
own ANY Cobalt motor, it is guaranteed!                                 
 

Image above: A new Cobalt iP Digital: The BEST DCC/DC point motor ever produced! 
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           The world’s SMALLEST 8-pin direct decoder! 
Zen NANO 8 Pin Direct - 4 Function w/Stay Alive 
The ZN8D Zen NANO-Direct decoder is smaller than many DCC blanking plugs… making by far 
the world’s smallest direct plug 8-pin decoder.  

Despite its small size, The ZN8D is no “stripped down decoder”  

The ZN8D has 4x100mA light functions and it is wired  
ready for connection of the Stay-Alive™ that is 
provided in the pack. ZN8Ds only 15x7x5mm 
and it has a 750mA continuous / 1 amp max drive 

Its size makes it an easy choice… because it WILL fit! 

                This blue square is the ACTUAL SIZE of the ZN8D! 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

       More “Best Kept Secrets” buried in the DCCconcepts range 
Wiring the layout isn’t hard, but it can be made a MUCH easier and more pleasant task when 
the right tools and right things to wire with are at hand. Here are just two of them! 

These nicely made Brass Bus terminals give you 
the perfect way to create a common termination 
structure for the various power districts and 
bus connections on your layout…. And join 
them reliably to your control system.  

Able to take even the largest wires they give 

an easy, neat and convenient answer to a difficult problem 

Part # DCC-Bbar2 RRP $15.95 per pack of 2  
(Please check the gaugemaster website for £ UK RRP) 
 

Stripping heavy wire is one of my “least favourite” jobs… or it was before we found these. 

You will save HOURS when installing the main power bus and if you plan well you can also 
do it with NO need for cuts and breaks in it at all with this really high quality tool.  

Machined high quality alloy steel jaws strip all types of cable from AWG 10-24 gauge (0.13 -
6.0mm). The excellent, consistent stripping action will allow you to neatly pull back insulation 
for soldering at each dropper point without having to fiddle with blades or cut the cable.  

(Image next page) 

PS: For a very high efficiency approach, use our 'tags' as per our website (search for DCC-Tags) 
Use these and you can simply slot the cable into the terminal strip eye and have a convenient 
connection point for droppers as well!  
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Part # DCT-BWS. RRP $29.95 each  
(Please check the gaugemaster website for £ UK RRP) 

          ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

              Some “Tech Tips” for using LEDS 
Newsletters that provide you with news and product information 
are nice… but we think that to be really useful they should also 
include some helpful modelling stuff as well. 

We are often asked about the use of LEDS, and while we usually 
include detailed schematics for connecting them in our manuals, 
it occurred to us that we have actually tended to assume that 
modellers understand the basics. 

We’d like to correct the situation… so here is a 4 page PDF file 
that contains an overview of general LED applications within the hobby from start to finish: 
It includes a wide range of information that we hope you will find useful. What an LED is, 
how to wire one, how to use a multimeter, how to use them in combination – and even 
how to make a simple LED resistor value selector. 

Please click on this link to download a copy: We hope that you will find it useful. 

LED Tech Tips Download 

          ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
                 Well…. That’s it for this newsletter. We’ll have more new products due in the weeks 
to come, and we are busy creating some new video instruction manuals as well. 
Advice pages will go live soon (we’ll email to let you know when if you have registered) as 
will the video page and the manuals. Trade pages will be some time yet, sorry. 
Thank you for taking the time to read newsletter #11. (Well, OK, it is really #2 for this 
website… but nobody ever starts at #1).  
If you have any suggestions, requests or want to comment on newsletters so far, feel free to 
ask. Email your input to web@dccconcepts.com. And Carly will make sure we read it! 
Kind regards  

Richard Johnson   DCCconcepts 
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